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KEEPIN’ IT FRESH!

Combing Balance Conditioning with Volleyball Skills
Jeanne Colpus, Co-Owner of Matchpoint Volleyball Inc.
IMPACT, CAP I, CAP II, CAP III, Volleyball Conditioning Instructor VCI CERTIFIED
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SIT UPS SETTING THE BALL
BACK TO PARTNER:
One partner will start standing with volleyball in hand. The other
will start on the floor in a starting sit
up position, knees bent. The standing
partner will toss the ball to the working athlete which will in turn set the
ball back to the standing athlete at the
peak of the sit up. This will be repeated several times. The partner that is
standing should challenge the working
Figure 1

BOSU SETTING:
Again one athlete will start
standing on top of the bosu ball
(round side down) while the other will
stand with volleyball in hand a few
feet away. The standing athlete will
toss the ball so that the working athlete has to set or “over hand pass” the
ball back to the standing athlete. This
exercise too, will be repeated several
times.
A variation may be to add in
the squat after the “set”. Additionally

Figure 3

2 balls may be used as the standing athlete will start with both balls.
As they toss the first ball to be set by the working athlete, the next
ball tossed will be passed by the working athlete, so that they have
to alternate skills. This creates a different center of gravity each time
for the athlete (Figure 3).
ONE LEGGED PASSING WITH PARTNER:
Both athletes will be
working in this exercise. They
will start a few feet apart from
each other, one ball between the
two, standing on one leg with a
slight bend in the knee. The
exercise will start with a toss
Figure 4
and the athletes will pass the
ball back and forth repeatedly trying to stay balanced on the one leg.
A good start may be 25 passes and then the athletes will switch to the
other leg and repeat the exercise (Figure 4).
ONE LEGGED SETTING WITH PARTNER:
Again both athletes
will be working in this exercise.
They will start a few feet apart
from each other, one ball
between the two, standing on
one leg with a slight bend in the
knee. The exercise will start
with a toss and the athletes will
Figure 5
set the ball back and forth
repeatedly trying to stay balanced on the one leg. Again maybe start
with 25 sets and then the athletes will switch to the other leg and
repeat the exercise (Figure 5).
BALANCE EXERCISE MENU BUILDER:
The following exercise can be added to your balance development exercise technique menu. Although they are specific to volleyball techniques they are a good way of improving balance.
PARTNER INCLINE SIT UP WITH MEDICINE BALL
THROW:
One athlete will start lying with their back on the incline sit
up bench while the other will stand a few feet away. The ball will
start with the athlete standing, throwing the ball to the athlete on the
bench as they rise up into a sit up position. The working athlete
should catch the medicine ball at the peak point of their sit up, bringing the ball back into their “midline” then chest passing the ball back
to the standing athlete. This catch and throw will repeat as the standing athlete should challenge the working athlete by throwing the ball
to the each side as well as throwing the ball high. Again, for beginners, it may be advisable to start the exercise with just a volleyball,
a basketball, a weighted setters volleyball and then work up to a

medicine ball (Figure 6).
STEP UPS WITH DUMBELL
BICEP CURL AND SHOULDER
PRESS:
Technique is everything!
Starting weight will depend upon
each individual, but start light. 5 to 10
lbs. will due. Start with one foot on
top of bench, no more than 18 inches
high, a dumbell in each hand down by
the athletes side. If the athlete has the
right foot on the bench it will remain
on the bench for the duration of the
exercise. Pushing off the left foot, the
athlete will raise themselves on top of
the bench curling the weights (bicep
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curl), then pressing the weights above
their head (Shoulder press). The athlete will then return the weights
to the curling position and
finally to the starting point
down by their side. A
good introduction would
be 20 reps per leg. Again
this exercise can be done
for time as in a circuit drill
or in sets with reps.
A variation of
this exercise would be to
use only one dumbell at a
time, overloading one side
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at a time (Figure 7).
STABILITY BALL A-Z:
Here is a fun little balancing exercise for the core!
The athlete will place their forearms on top of the stability ball
and their feet directly behind.
Keeping
the
abdominals
engaged or tight (make sure
they still breath) using only the
Figure 8
forearms, make the entire alphabet A through Z (Figure 8). It’s a killer!! O
Demonstrations provided by Jeanne Colpus, Co-Owner of
Matchpoint Volleyball Inc.
More Information Please! Contact Jeanne at www.matchpointvolleyball.net

